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Turbulent mixing due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is experimentally found to vary strongly with the
temporal acceleration profileg(t). For constantg, the bubble amplitudehb increases asgt

2 consistent with
previous results. For sustained acceleration profiles withdg/dtÞ0, hb increases, not with the displacement
Z5/g dt8dt, but with the lengthS50.5 @*Ag dt#2. For an impulsive acceleration, mixing is minimized
with hb;Z0.4. These results are used to test mix models.@S1063-651X~96!12410-7#

PACS number~s!: 47.20.Bp, 47.27.Jv

When a fluid of densityr1 accelerates another fluid of
density r2, hydrodynamic instabilities at the interface en-
hance the interfluid mixing. Two such instabilities are the
Rayleigh-Taylor@1# ~RT! instability for a sustained accelera-
tion and the Richtmyer-Meshkov@2# ~RM! instability for an
impulsive accelerationg5Ud(t) from a shock. Both insta-
bilities are important in inertial confinement fusion~ICF!
because they can produce enough mixing@3,4# to contami-
nate, cool, and degrade the yield of the thermonuclear fuel.
They also affect the evolution of supernova explosions@5#.

Both instabilities evolve through three stages, each with
characteristic scales and growth rates. First, small amplitude
modes grow independently with growth rates and wave-
lengths determined by the respective linear theory@1,2,6–
10#. Second, when the amplitude of a mode becomes com-
parable to its wavelength, weak nonlinearities reduce the
penetration rates@6,7,9–15#. In the third stage, the perturba-
tions have large amplitudes with a broad range of scales.
Here, the nonlinearities are strong and the mixing is turbu-
lent @13–18#.

Turbulent mixing rates@17–20# have been measured for a
constant acceleration and an Atwood ratio
A5~r22r1!/~r21r1!.0. The light fluid is found to penetrate
the heavy fluid as bubbles with an amplitudehb5abAgt

2

with an empirical constantab;0.06. Similarly, the heavy
fluid penetrates the light fluid as spikes with a parameter
as;1–3ab that depends onA. Direct numerical simulations
~DNS! @18,20–22# reproduce this scaling forhb , but with a
range of valuesab;0.035–0.07 depending on the initial am-
plitudes and the use of interface tracking. Since DNS cannot
resolve the full range of turbulent scales, reduced mix mod-
els @3,4,13–16,18,21–27# are also used for subgrid modeling
and ICF design, but they are empirical and need verification.

It is important to investigate different acceleration profiles
because diverse calculations can all reproduce the constantg
result, yet the acceleration is variable in most applications
@3,5#. Additional applications are discussed in Ref.@28#. As
an example, with a varying but sustained accelerationgÞ0,
hb is thought@14,17–19# to increase with the lengthS50.5
@*Ag dt#2 rather than the displacementZ5/g dt8 dt. This
hypothesis cannot be tested with a constantg since
S5Z50.5gt2. An impulsiveg is particularly useful because
S is constant during the coast phase whileZ increases asUt.
In this case, turbulence models@24,25# predict thathb;Zub

with ub;
1
3 for bubbles. A large structure model@14,15# pre-

dicts ub;0.4 for bubbles and, for spikes, an exponent
0.4,us,1 that depends onA. The transition to the power
law @14# occurs wheng decays faster than 1/t2. Laser RM
experiments@29# atA520.87 obtain an exponent;0.6, but
for the combined bubble and spike amplitude because of
diagnostic limitations. Shock tubes@30,31# obtain exponents
;1.0, but they suffer from membrane and edge effects. Ex-
periments@32# with liquids investigated impulsiveg profiles,
but with imposed sinusoidal perturbations in two dimen-
sions. Laser Rayleigh-Taylor~RT! experiments@28# use
shaped accelerations, but they reach only the weakly nonlin-
ear regime.

We describe turbulent mix experiments with four qualita-
tively different acceleration profiles using a linear electric
motor ~LEM! that produce different mixing rates. These ex-
tend previous experiments@17–19# with constantg that have
been used to test reduced mix models, such as in ICF@23#.
Our experiments show that the mixing rate depends strongly
on the acceleration profile. Moreover, it is important to vary
g(t) to not only calibrate the strength of particular terms in
the reduced mixing models, but to test their validity and
form.

The LEM @33# is depicted in Fig. 1. A forceF;2I rDB is
applied by two armatures of lengthD510 cm that slide
along four linear electrodes~rails!. The magnetic fieldB is
produced by the rail/armature currentI r,30 kA ~;25%! and
a pair of elongated coils with currentI c,60 kA ~75%!. A

FIG. 1. Schematic~a! and photograph~b! of LEM.
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total energy of 0.6 MJ is available in 16 independent capaci-
tor banks~450v, 0.36f each! with different charge voltages
and discharge times for pulse shaping. The projectile has a
fluid cavity ~7.3 cm wide, 7.3 cm deep, 8.8 cm long! and a
mass of;1.8 kg. Transverse laser beams are used to mea-
sure the cell trajectoryZ(t) and to trigger optical backlight-
ers ~5 ms!.

The acceleration profiles in Fig. 2 are studied because

they have different values ofS/Z, yet they produce the same
final velocityU;31 m/s. The acceleration measured with a
piezoresistive accelerometer~solid! is typically smaller than
that calculated usingI r and I c ~dashed! because of friction.
For Fig. 2~a!, the average values areg;70g0 ~g05earth’s
gravity!, I r;11 kA, I c;20 kA, andB;0.8 T. The variations
dg/g,615% are not important andS;Z63%. For the de-
creasing accelerating profile@Fig. 2~b!#, S/Z;1 for Z,25
cm and then decreases toS/Z;0.74 byZ595 cm. The in-
creasing profile~Fig. 2c! hasS/Z;1.27 throughout. For the
impulsive profile@Fig. 2~d!#, S;Z during the acceleration,
but S remains constant;15 cm during the coast phase
whereasZ increases to 130 cm. For technical reasons, the
acceleration begins at 2 ms for the sustained profiles and 5
ms for the impulsive profile.

The evolution of the mixing zone for the constant accel-
eration case is shown in Fig. 3. The fluids are immiscible:
Freon ~r251.57 g/cm3! on the bottom and water~r151
g/cm3! on top. A surfactant is added to reduce the surface
tension~T;1.4 dynes/cm! and the meniscus at the walls~,1
mm in amplitude and extent!. The mix region is dark because
the fluids have different indices of refraction and scatter the
light in the turbulent region. The data in Fig. 3~a!–3~e! is
characterized in the same way as in the original experiments
@17–20#; namely, hb is defined by the fastest growing
bubbles as indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 3~d!. Other
characterizations such as using the average location of the
envelope of the interface forhb may be preferable, but its
meaning would differ from that in the original papers and
comparisons would be compromised.

The interface is initially flat and glassy as indicated by
perspective views. In Fig. 3~b!–3~e!, hb increases;0.21, 1,
1.85, and 2.2 cm linearly with the displacement as expected
from turbulence scaling since the Reynolds number exceeds
106. At the same time, the bubbles also increase their average
diameterDb;0.11, 0.37, 0.72, and 0.83 cm, suggesting a
self-similar evolution withhb;3 Db . Even by 12 ms, the
instability has evolved well beyond the linear regime@8#.
With surface tension, the fastest growing wavelength is
lm;2p[3T/g(r12r2)]

1/2;0.06 cm with ane-fold time
te;(3lm/4pAg)1/2;1 ms. This mode would have expo-
nentiated tohb;2 cm;30 lm ~with hb;1 mm initially!
which is 103 larger than observed. Figure 3~f! is a perspec-

FIG. 2. Acceleration for~a! constant,~b! decreasing,~c! increas-
ing, and~d! impulsive profiles. Solid lines are measured and dashed
lines are calculated. The final velocities areU;33, 27, 31, and 34
m/s for ~a!–~d!, respectively.

FIG. 3. ~a!–~e! Shadowgraphs
for constant acceleration profile at
different times and locations for
Freon and water~A50.22!. The
white dashed lines indicate the
initial interface and the black
dashed line exemplifies a bubble
amplitude hb . ~f! Perspective
image from 12° below the inter-
face atZ536.8 cm. To indicate
the scale, the fluid cavity is 7.3
cm wide and 8.8 cm tall.
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tive image atZ536.8 cm from 12° below the interface and it
indicates that the bubbles are three dimensional; namely,
they are round and randomly distributed in the transverse
dimensions and elongated in the acceleration direction. The
spike penetrations are 10–20 % larger than for the bubbles as
seen previously@17–20# for low A.

Tests were conducted to check the experimental integrity.
We varied the size of the meniscus and found very little
difference in the instability amplitude in the center. The me-
niscus is more important forA;1, particularly in the corners.
The effect of vibration was evaluated by accelerating the cell
upwards in the stable direction~gA,0!. No perturbations
were observed until the fluids entered the brake region and
became RT unstable~gA.0!.

The mixing produced by our four acceleration profiles is
shown in Fig. 4 withA50.22. The displacements are similar
Z568.3 and 69.6 cm, buthb;1.82, 1.67, 2.3, and 1 cm, and
S;69.9, 54.3, 84.6, and 15 cm are different in Figs. 4~a!–
4~b!, respectively. The mixing zone is largest for the increas-
ing acceleration profile~dg/dt.0! and smallest for the im-
pulsive profile. The dark region at the bottom of Fig. 4~d! is
due to cavitation which occurs forg.150g0 when the mini-
mum pressure falls below the Freon vapor pressure@34#. The
cavitation does not seem to affect the mixing at the interface.

Figure 5 shows the bubble penetration depthhb vs the
displacementZ for the four acceleration profiles. For con-
stantg, we find hb5abAgt

2 (Z50.5gt2) with ab;0.061,
consistent with previous experiments@17–20#. The ratio
hb/2AZ becomes;0.074 for the increasing profile and

;0.049 for the decreasing profile. For the impulsive case,hb
is not linear withZ and there are two phases. During the
9-ms acceleration phase, the cell is displacedZ0;15 cm and
hb0;0.4 cm. During the coast phaseZ.Z0 , the penetration
increases slowly with displacement according to a power law
hb /hb0;(Z/Z0)

ub with ub;0.37. We estimate the error in
the data~,10%! from the shot-to-shot variation in Fig. 5.

We evaluate two models with this data. Figure 6~a!,
showshb vs S where S is calculated from the measured
acceleration profiles. Most of the data is unified along a
single linehb52abAS with ab;0.061. The impulsive case
violates this hypothesis during the coast phase, as indicated
by the vertical column of data atS;15 cm, becausehb in-
creases whileS is constant. A better description is obtained
with a simplified two-phase flow model

dVb /dt5bAg2CdVb
2/hb , ~1!

where the bubble penetration velocity isdhb/dt5Vb . The
form of Eq. ~1! is taken from the potential flow model@12#
and resembles the equation of motion for a bubble rising
through a fluid that exerts a Newtonian drag@11#. It has also
been obtained form a large structure model of mixing
@14,15#. Youngs@34# postulates that the buoyancy term Ag
may be reduced by some factorb,1 because fluid entrain-
ment in the turbulent region reduces the density contrast. The
drag coefficientCd has been evaluated for isolated bubbles
@11# but not for interpenetrating fluids. The denominator in

FIG. 4. Shadowgraphs for the acceleration profiles in Fig. 2 at
similar locations forA50.22. ~a! Z568.3 cm; t548.3 ms,~b!
Z568.3 cm, t548.7 ms, ~c! Z568.3 cm, t559.2 ms, and~d!
Z569.6 cm,t530.3 ms. To indicate the scale, the fluid cavity is 7.3
cm wide and 8.8 cm tall.

FIG. 5. The bubble penetration distancehb vs Z for the accel-
eration profiles in Fig. 2. A50.22.

FIG. 6. The measuredhb vs ~a! the parameterS and ~b! the
solution to Eq.~1! for b50.5 andCd51.6. The line is a regression
fit.
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the drag term represents the ratio of volume to cross-
sectional area of a bubble which Layzer took to be its radius
Db/2. We usehb for simplicity based on the observed self-
similarity hb;3Db , but this term is still undetermined and
will require further experiments to resolve. For constantg,
the solution to Eq.~1! is hb5abAgt

2 if b52ab(112Cd),
but the values ofb andCd are not unique. Cd is best de-
termined with an impulsive drive because the solution ishb
;tub with ub5(11Cd)

21.
Numerical solutions to Eq.~1! for our acceleration pro-

files are compared with measured results in Fig. 6~b! using
b50.5 andCd51.6. The solutions are not sensitive to the
initial conditionsVb50 andhb51 mm @26# ~hb increases by
,10% with 100mm initial amplitude!. Solutions@26# with
b51 andCd53.7 are inadequate because the exponent is too
low ub5(11Cd)

21;0.2, and they would yieldhb;0.6 cm
at Z5100 cm, which is well below that measuredhb;1 cm.
With Cd51.6, the exponent isub;0.38 in accordance with
Ref. @15#. The bubble competition model is also consistent
with our high laser experiments@29# at A520.87, which
obtained an exponent;0.6 for the combined bubbles and
spikes. Differentg(t) profiles and Atwood ratios need to be
investigated to fully evaluate the mix models@13–27#.

In conclusion, turbulent mixing is found to depend
strongly on the temporal acceleration profileg(t). For arbi-

trary but sustainedg(t)Þ0, we find thathb52abAS with
ab;0.061, which reduces tohb5abAgt

2 for constantg.
This confirms the previous hypothesis@17–19# thatS ~rather
thanZ! determines the mixing rate whengÞ0, and it implies
that at the same displacementhb is larger fordg/dt.0 and
smaller fordg/dt,0. As an example, the increasingg(t) is
shown to be the most hydrodynamically unstable accelera-
tion profile, and this may be important to ICF. Mixing is
minimized with an impulsive profile for whichhb obeys the
power lawhb;Zub with ub;0.4 in accordance with the large
structure mix model@14,15#. A mix model exemplified by
Eq. ~1! can describe the mixing from all theg(t) profiles, but
further experiments with more complexg(t) profiles, includ-
ing some deceleration@34#, may be required to develop a
more complete description of turbulent mix. These are cur-
rently underway.
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